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CMA Fall Fun-Fly Held in October
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Wonder-full of Fall Fun 10/28/00
By Frank Gutierrez

   A few daring flyers gathered together Saturday
October 28th for some cold windy flying. Aaron
Lind is in the background with his special heat
absorbing cone hat or is it antenna for signaling
UFO's?
   I am starting the Wonder for it's second test
flight and my Thunder Tiger Raptor is in the
foreground with it's main rotor blades stowed after
three successful flight's. Very little trimming left to
do here. Thank's Crist for your help and advice on
the Raptor.
   This Wonder is a scratch built aircraft with a
balsa sheeted foam wing hollowed out span wise
to reduce weight.  The original kit and plans were
used as a template.
   A closer view of the Wonder shows the color
scheme Drew, Evan and Nicole picked for Drew's
plane. The construction, covering and color
scheme was a team effort as all three of my older
kids had a part in this plane being built and
finished. It shows up very well in flight and the
contrast is easy to see. We are considering some
type of pattern on the bottom side of the wing
which is all white but haven't made any real
decisions yet.

   The Magnum .15 isn't fully broken in yet and a
minor needle adjustment was needed between
flights. The engine performed flawlessly and the
plane flew rock solid. It was very responsive and
flew well at fast or slow speeds. The wind was 90°
to the runway in our face and the wind sock
looked like it was going to blow off the pole that
day but the Wonder didn't really care, (Much!).

   The foam cut wing proved again to be an
excellent way to get a true airfoil and save on
weight. We enjoyed flying this one so much that I
went home and cut three more wings so each can
have there own. It's a low cost, simple design thats
easy to scratch build and fly.
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A Different Kind of Buddy Box
By Paul Carter
While this missive may not pertain exactly to RC
activities, it is of the same genre. TOFLY is the
company sponsored pilot training course, providing
perspective wingpeople 10 hrs of introductory
lessons.  Dave Pearson is the pilot for the TOFLY
program and has two wonderful “Buddy Boxes”.
His Piper Apache and Piper Cherokee are both
outfitted with enough avionics to impart a wealth of
knowledge on many aspects of flying and
navigation.

While a private pilot’s license is not in my plans, the
TOFLY experience has afforded new views of pilot
work loads and activities.  Additionally, my
awareness of aircraft maneuvering has been
enhanced and I believe that translates directly to
better RC methods.  There’s no way to feel a RC
slew into a turn, but TOFLY has increased my
understanding of those dynamics.  Thus, I await
delivery of my first radio and servo set with
heightened anticipation borne of real-flight
experiences!

Paul Carter 44

Pull Pull  Cable system.
By Mark Woytassek
 I have had the best luck with the following.
Kraft Hayes clevis DuBro rigging coupler, 15 lb.
nylon coated steel fishing leader.  I use the stack
up on both ends on the rudder and on the servo.

The Kraft Hayes Clevis: Metal pin, you have a lot
of load on the pin in a pull-pull system. The clevis
body is not metal so we have self-locking on the
meal Dubro rigging coupler.   The cable: Nylon
coated Steel-fishing leader.  I have tested Coated
Kevlar, uncoated Kevlar and a number of sizes of
fishing leader.

To attach the rigging coupler to the leader a 4-
inch 6-turn wrap of the leader back on its self, the
area is then heated with a match and the nylon is
melted.  A number of tests were performed before
test flights were made.  I have used this system
for 5 years on a number of planes.

Mark Woytassek, CMA Field Marshal 44
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Getting Rid of Old Man Varnish
by Hal Howard
If your engine has not been running as well as it
once did, not holding a needle setting, sagging at full
power when you know it is not overly lean, dies on
climbout a little after liftoff, yet it has good
compression and no air leaks, you may be suffering
from an attack of “Old Man Varnish.” 

This Old Man gets you when the engine is hot
because the varnish softens under heat and tends to
grab the piston, sort of like a heat-activated glue.

He especially likes to attack small .049 size engines,
but can really reduce the performance of larger
ones. 

Varnish forms due to the heat and agitation in our
engines which causes the castor oil in the fuel to
break down into varnish which primarily coats the
cylinder walls, and to a lesser extend the piston
skirts.

Old fuel which has absorbed some water, and flying
in damp weather accelerates the process. Please
don’t take this as a vote against castor as a lube—I
think the best of both worlds is castor as 3 to 5% of
the total fuel volume with synthetic making up the
remainder of the lube content.

However, models engines seem to be a great
place for making varnish. I read one article that
said the conditions in our engines is very near that
used in factories to make varnish: heat,
compression, agitation, and spraying through
small orifices.

Do I Have It?

1-Run engine full throttle on ground. Peak the
needle for normal flying full power. Tach soon as
it comes to full rpm, then again after it has run for
60 seconds or so. 

If you have lost more than a couple hundred rpm
after the engine is at full temperature, or you bear
a noticeable sag in rpm, then you are a likely
victim of Old Man Varnish.

2-1/2A engines often just run sick, changing the
head/plug, fuel, adding head shims don’t help,
engine seems to always go lean after a minute of
running, and even quits. Look in the cylinder—
when it is bad you can see a yellow/brown glazed
look to the bore.

3-Especially on larger engines, you can be losing
500 rpm and never notice it. So for weekend
warriors, clean once a flying season/6mts, for
1/2As, after each quart of fuel, or when it gets
sick.

Remember old fuel and flying in wet weather
makes the problem come on much faster—
sometimes in one run for a 1/2A.

Quick and Dirty Fix

1-Pull head on engine and hold inverted during
entire process to keep foreign material out of the
crankcase.

2-Wrap a blob of #0000 steel wool say twice as
large as the cylinder bore (any hardware store,
paint section will carry it), around a dowel. Notch
the end to grab the “wool”.

3-Push dowel and steel wool into the cylinder and
rotate—you want it to fit tight and be moderately
hard to turn. Try for uniform coverage top to
bottom with piston at bottom of stroke.
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4-Pull out after eight-ten turns. If the outer part of
the steel wool now has a tan/yellow cast, you have
hit pay dirt—that is the varnish!

5-Continue to apply until the cylinder is bright and
clean. Do not try to remove metal, just do until the
initial dull appearance is gone.

6-Wipe out the cylinder with paper towels or rags
until no more bits of the steel wool come out.

7-Flush/spray out with brake cleaner (any auto parts
store) until piston moves freely (do not force
piston). Keep cleaner off paint and dope as it will
remove it.

8-Replace head and enjoy restored power.

Full Treatment

1-Pull engine and take out piston and
cylinder/sleeve.

2-Use steel wool as before in the cylinder.

3-Rub sides/skirts of piston with steel wool until it is
bright.

If a ringed engine, only remove rings if they are
sticking in the ring grooves, and then you would be
best off to replace them with new rings after
carefully removing the varnish in the grooves with a
small dowel and steel wool. Do not round the edge
of the ring grooves or scratch their sides.

4-Again, use only until dullness is removed. Be
especially careful with an aluminum piston. Some
discoloration will remain in the “grain” of cast iron
pistons.

5-Wash with detergent and hot water, dry with heat
gun, oil, and reinstall.

Do Not:

1-Use any kind of sandpaper or abrasive—you will
remove metal and cause premature wear on the
engine.

2-Leave steel wool residue in the cylinder or on the
parts. Trying to run the engine with these bits of
foreign material will damage the piston/cylinder
sealing area at the very least.

3-Use excessive force, especially on aluminum
parts. You only want to remove the varnish, not
metal.

from FARM Newsletter
Fauquier Aero Recreation
Modelers
Jeff Killen
10297 Woodmont Ct.
Manassas VA 20110-
616444

from The Transmitter
Nor-Cal R/C Unlimited Flyers

PO Box 69
Bella Vista CA 96008

from The Transmitter
Nor-Cal R/C Unlimited Flyers

PO Box 69
Bella Vista CA 96008
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Heads Up, CMA Activities
December 2000

7-Dec 5-6 PM Meeting at Main Plant Cafeteria*
*Election held

14-Dec 6-9 PM Build session
22-Dec 5:00 PM Flightline deadline

January 2000
6-Jan 5-6 PM Meeting

13-Jan 6-9 PM Build session
21-Jan 5:00 PM Flightline deadline

February 2000
3-Feb 5-6 PM Meeting

10-Feb 6-9 PM Build session
18-Feb 5:00 PM Flightline deadline

CMA voice bulletin board 295-8888

"" Send your input for FlightLine to:
James H. Doty

MS 108-205 x5-2931
jhdoty@collins.rockwell.com

AMA events web page:
http://www.modelaircraft.org/Comp/Contest.htm

For an AMA membership application:
http://modelaircraft.org/Mem/Memapp.htm

�� Send your input for the CMA Web Page to:

Steve Plantenberg x5-9625
scplante@cacd.rockwell.com

��2000 CMA Staff
President:  Jamie Johnson ..... x5-0984
Vice President: Gregg Lind.......... x5-0008
Secretary/Treasurer: Chris Heald ......... x5-0793
Field Marshal: Mark Woytassek..x5-4332
Safety Officer: Crist Rigotti ........ x5-0612
FlightLine Editor: Jim Doty ............. x5-2931
Web Page Editor: Steve Plantenberg ... x5-9625

Senior Flight Instructors and Test Pilots
First flights of new airplanes:

Frank Gutierrez
Mark Woytassek

First flights of new helicopters:
Crist Rigotti

Flight Instructor:
Steve Plantenberg

Flight Instructors in training:
  Irv Anderson

Jamie Johnson

%% For membership information:
Contact:  CMA Secretary Chris Heald

MS 105-191, x5-0793
 cdheald@collins.rockwell.com

ÓCongratulations:
Tom Gorman approved as solo pilot


